
Adapting itself to the specific needs of the units, PEZT Co.® SIMUNITION® 
RRW-Skill House, represents the most innovative solutions currently available 
for training in CQB (Close Quarter Battle) and raking training activities of the 
Special Forces, Supporting and Conventional Forces, and for Police Forces units 
designated for such a purpose. Made with conceptually exclusive panels that 
allow rapid reconfiguration of the scenarios designed for the use of all calibers of 
no-lethal marking SIMUNITION® ammunition.
In order to recreate any type of variable urban environment in response to training 
needs, the construction system designed and patented by PEZT Co.®, allows 
the units to create always and rooms with doors and windows, and stairs in the 
event of multi-story structures.
The whole system is designed and certified in compliance with the local National 
safety restrictions, regulations and directive. 
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AVAILABLE OPTIONALS 

> Breaching Doors, specially designed to interface with the existing structure;
> “Catwalks” corridors perimeter and/or longitudinal, to view the all the training 

phases;
> Exercise Control Room, to manage internal cameras, closed-circuit video 

streaming, optical and acoustic effects, smoke generator, and more;
> Briefing Room - Hot Wash Up & After-Action-Review (AAR) for the debriefing 

at the end of the training.

3600 BALLISTIC PROTECTION 

PEZT Co.® assures that all the components of the SIMUNITION® RRW-Skill 
House, have been designed to accomplish the intended training activities, 
ensuring the maximum safety.

INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, ASSISTANCE 
AND CERTIFICATIONS 

All the components of SIMUNITION® RRW-Skill House, allows for quick and 
easy installation, disassembly and maintenance.
Upon request, PEZT Co.® ensures assistance, and ordinary and extraordinary 
maintenance with its own qualified technical staff.
In accordance with the provisions of current legal regulations, following the 
installation and any subsequent maintenance and/or technical assistance,  
PEZT Co.® will (in the Countries where applicable) issue the certifications for the 
regular execution of the works as required by the Declaration of Conformity of the 
works and/or systems, carried out in a “workmanlike”.

REFERENCES 

SIMUNITION® RRW-Skill House, was designed and approved at 
the specific request of the Italian M.o.D Special Forces.
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